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Addressing Director Responsibilities for Data Security 
Thomas J. Smedinghoff

1

Protecting the security of corporate data and information systems was once just a technical 

issue to be addressed by the IT department.  Today, however, it has become a Board-level 

responsibility.  

Digital information, systems, and communications are now critical to all businesses. 

Virtually all of a company’s daily transactions and key records are created, used, communicated, 

and stored in electronic form using networked computer technology.  Likewise, virtually all 

information that a company relies on to conduct its business, manage its finances, run its 

production machinery, and control its operational systems, is created and stored in digital form. 

This corporate dependence on electronic records, digital processing, and a networked 

computer infrastructure introduces vulnerabilities that can lead to significant harm to the 

business and its stakeholders. As a consequence, it creates a major source of risk for most 

businesses – a risk for which corporate boards have oversight responsibility.  

That risk is illustrated by the many recent cybersecurity incidents constantly in the news. In 

2014, for example, the New York Times noted that: 

“In the last two years, breaches have hit the White House, the State Department, the top 

federal intelligence agency, the largest American bank, the top hospital operator, energy 

companies, retailers, and even the Postal Service.  In nearly every case, by the time the 

victims noticed that hackers were inside their systems, their most sensitive government 

secrets, trade secrets and customer data had already left the building. …

But the value [of stolen credit cards during this period] … which trade freely in 

underground criminal markets, is eclipsed by the value of the intellectual property that 

has been siphoned out of the United States corporations, universities and research groups 

by hackers in China – so much so that security experts now say there are only two types 

of companies left in the United States:  those that have been hacked and those that do not 

yet know they have been hacked. … 

‘Most large organizations have come to the painful recognition that they are already in some 

state of break-in today.’”
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The subsequent high product profile security breaches experienced by Sony, Yahoo, the 

Democratic National Committee, and many others, only serves to further emphasize the 

pervasiveness and significance of these cyber risks. 

As a consequence, implementing appropriate “data security” or “cybersecurity” measures has 

become a legal obligation for most businesses.
3
 Moreover, applicable law generally recognizes 

that overall responsibility for compliance lies directly with the Board of Directors and senior 

management.     

The obligations of all companies to protect the security of their own data are defined by a 

rapidly expanding patchwork of state, federal, and international laws, regulations, and 

government enforcement actions, as well as common law fiduciary duties and other implied 

obligations to provide “reasonable care.”
4
   At its essence, it’s all about protecting the corporate 

stakeholders, be they shareholders, vendors, customers, or other third parties. 

Moreover, such laws increasingly recognize that overall responsibility for fulfilling that 

obligation falls directly on the Board of Directors and senior management. Beginning in 2001, 

the role of the Board of Directors in the development and implementation of the information 

security program of financial institutions was explicitly recognized in financial sector 

regulations. In particular, the GLB regulations required that “the Board of Directors or an 

appropriate committee of the board” must: 

• “Approve the institution's written information security program;” and 

• “Oversee the development, implementation, and maintenance of the institution's 

information security program, including assigning specific responsibility for its 

implementation and reviewing reports from management.”
5

Thereafter, similar requirements have appeared in other data security laws, regulations, 

standards, and best practice documents. These include the recently approved regulations issued 

by the New York Department of Financial Services, which require that security “policies must be 

approved by a Senior Officer or the company’s board of directors (or an appropriate committee 

thereof) or equivalent governing body,
6
” and the 2013 ISO 27001 information security 

management standard.
7
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